fishermum

Fishing with Kids

Kids on board
Let’s face it, young children can be a bit of a
handicap when trying to fish seriously, but we see
it as an investment in our future angling activities
and an opportunity to spend quality time as a
family unit.
The more effort we devote now to teaching
our kids how to cast a line, retrieve a lure and
general fishing techniques, the more likely they
are to learn independence, become self-sufficient
fishermen, and want to join my husband Ashley
and I on our fishing adventures.
Austin, our six-year old, is a fairy proficient
caster and Cooper, our four-year old, is not far
behind, but Bailey (nearly two years), just wants
to grab anything he can lay his hands on and
throw it overboard. We try to keep rods out of
reach, but in an open boat it’s a challenging task!
The kids have been in lifejackets from before
they could crawl, with Cooper experiencing his
first boat trip at just eight-weeks-old. Fishing the
calm creeks around Karratha, I kept him cool by
wetting his muslin wrap during an early morning
troll.
I wasn’t expecting to catch anything decent, so
you could imagine my surprise when line started
peeling off my reel at an alarming speed. With
Cooper snuggled safely on the floor, I clamored to
my rod and ended up landing a 113cm threadfin
salmon — a nice welcome back to fishing after
being off the water for the last few months of my
pregnancy.

The two boys accompanied Ashley and I on
many a fishing mission while we lived in Karratha,
catching species from marlin to red emperor, GTs
and Spanish mackerel.
After we returned to Perth, we had our
third child and although we miss the fishing
opportunities around Karratha, we still enjoy
fishing with the boys. They don’t care what type
of fish it is, as long as they catch something.
Juggling three small kids on fishing trips
can be tricky, but we have managed to develop
the boys’ love and respect of fishing and the
environment, and still catch a few good fish along
the way.
Ashley and I laugh about how in the future
the boys will be able to out-fish us angling
dinosaurs and teach us new techniques. Little
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1. Patience:
attention spans. Try to stay as calm and encouraging as possibleL
the aim is to have an enjoyable experience so they will want to
go again.
2. Activities:
or insects.
3. Independence:
enough they will be able to cast, put on lures or bait, and tie their
own knots. The more independent they become, the greater the
4. Timing: Go when the kids are fresh, as tiredness can soon ruin a

5. Safety: Keep constant watch when near water and ensure kids
wear lifejackets at all times when in a boat, and even on shore if
they cannot swim. Crush barbs on hooks to minimise injuries and
remember sunscreen, hats and fresh water.

FactBox

Try to keep the kids as involved as possible; let
them wind in your fish or scoop them up in the net.

did I know though, that it was going to happen
so soon. We often spend a couple of hours on a
weekend fishing soft plastics for flathead in the
Swan River, Perth. The two bigger boys fish now
and then, when not keeping themselves occupied
catching jellyfish, or swinging their nets at

toadfish that follow the lures to the boat.
I was having a very slow day, using the excuse
that I was primarily looking after the boys and
retrieving hats, nets and everything else that our
youngest continually threw overboard. In reality,
I was getting a fair bit of rod time, just no bites.

Austin picked up his little threadline combo
and after a couple of casts with his barbless soft
plastic, announced he had a bite. I wasn’t sure how
he even feels it on his rod when I wasn’t getting
anything on my favoured Quantum outfit. Next
cast, he pulled in a nice flathead, making me feel
proud as punch, but also quite inadequate.
Austin continued his run of form, landing
a second good sized flathead, and in the nicest
possible way he said, “Don’t worry Mum, if you
can’t catch anything, I’ll catch one for you.”
Bless him!
Yes, I knew the day was going to come, but
not so soon. It was the first time I was actually
happy to be WOB (Worst On Board), out-fished
by my six-year-old and happy to be so!
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Simply the Best
Fishing with young kids is a great way to spend time
together as a family, exploring the environment and
learning fishing techniques.

Teaching kids to fish takes patience and practice, but Austin and Cooper fish independently now and love using
soft plastics. Casting and retrieving their lures keeps them busy, moreso than soaking a bait.
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“When you fish for a living, you can’t
afford to use anything but the best.”
–Andrew Ettingshausen

